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Review I bought this to see if it is worth
the $25 price tag. I expected a small
device that would be easy to use, but

was very disappointed after using it for
2 days. It is too big, takes up too much
space and is pretty useless. There are

only 2 settings, "freestyle" and
"manual". When set to "freestyle" you
can do anything, touch things on the

monitor to scratch it, push objects like
metal pans onto it, etc. When set to

"manual" you have to click on a spot on
the monitor to scratch it. The scratches
are not as long as I expected and do not

look like they are deep, just barely
visible. They are very hard to see or

feel. This is a good idea for an
inexpensive invention, but definitely not

worth the money.var _curry2 =
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_isNumber =
require('./internal/_isNumber'); /** *

Returns a function that accepts an array
of `n` elements and `k` key * value
pairs. * * @func * @memberOf R *

@since v0.2.0 * @category Function *
@sig [a] -> (n -> K -> a) * @param

{Number} n The number of elements
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